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2. EVK Schematic

* R1 should be replaced as 560kΩ while supplying 9V on VCC externally.
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3. Symbol define
VCC : Power supply for panel driving voltage.
VBAT : Power supply for panel driving voltage(Embedded Charge Pump).
VDD：Power supply for core logic operation.
VSS：This is ground pin.
BS0~BS2：MUC bus interface selection pin(Page 4 Table7-1).
CS：This pin is chip select input(active LOW).
RES：This pin is reset signal input(active LOW).
D/C：This is DATA/COMMAND control pin. When it is Pulled HIGH, the data at D[0~7] is
treated as data. When it is pulled LOW, the data at D[0~7] will be transferred to
the command register.
In I2C mode, this pin acts as SA0 for slave address select.
R/W：This is read/write control input pin connecting to the MCU interface.
When interface to a 6800-series microprocessor , Read mode will be carried out
when this pin is pulled HIGH and write mode when low .
When interface to an 8080-microprocessor , this pin when be the data Write
input.
When serial interface is selected, this pin must be connected to Vss.
E/RD：When interface to a 6800-series microprocessor , this pin will be used as the
Enable(E) signal.
When interface to an 8080-microprocessor , this pin receives the
Read(RD#)signal.
D0~D7：These are 8-bit bi-directional data bus to be connected to the microprocessor’s
data bus.
When serial interface mode is selected, D0(SCLK) will be the serial clock
input,D1(SDIN) will be the serial data input,D2 should be left opened.
When I2C mode is selected,D1(SDAin) AND D2(SDAout) should be tied together,D0(SCL)
is the I2Cclock input
IREF：This is segment output current reference pin.
VCOMH：This pin for COM signal deselected level voltage.

A capacitor should be connected between this pin and VSS.
VBAT: It should be connected to VDD (Charge Pump DISABLE) or could be
connected to individual power voltage supply.
VBAT= 3.4~4.2V.(Charge Pump ENABLE)
C1P/C1N: It should be connected a capacitor.
C2P/C2N: It should be connected a capacitor.
VBREF : It should be connected VSS. It should be kept NC if it is not used.
BS[2:0]:MCU bus interface selection pins.
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IREF:This is segment output current reference pin.
A resistor should be connected between this pin and VSS to maintain the IREF
current at 12.5 uA.
FR: This pin outputs RAM write synchronization signal. Proper timing between
MCU data writing and frame display timing can be achieved to prevent tearing
effect.It should be kept NC if it is not used.
CL: This is external clock input pin.
When internal clock is enabled (i.e. HIGH in CLS pin), this pin is not used and
should be connected to VSS. When internal clock is disabled (i.e. LOW in CLS
pin), this pin is the external clock source input pin.
CLS: This is internal clock enable pin. When it is pulled HIGH (i.e. connect to
VDD), internal clock is enabled. When it is pulled LOW, the internal clock is
disabled; an external clock source must be connected to the CL pin for normal
operation.
RES#: This pin is reset signal input. When the pin is pulled LOW, initialization
of the chip is executed. Keep this pin HIGH (i.e. connect to VDD) during
normal operation.
CS#: This pin is the chip select input. (Active LOW)
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4. IIC INTERFACES DESCRIPTIONS & TIMMING CHARACTERISTICS
4.1 80-Series MPU parallel Interface

Figure 1 80-Series MPU parallel Interface Write Timing Diagram

Table 1 80-Series MPU parallel Interface Write Timing Characteristics
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Figure 2 80-Series MPU parallel Interface Read Timing Diagram

Table 2 80-Series MPU parallel Interface Read Timing Characteristics
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4.2 6800-Series MPU parallel Interface

Figure 3 68-Series MPU parallel Interface Write Timing Diagram

Table 3 68-Series MPU parallel Interface Write Timing Characteristics
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4.3 SPI Interface

Figure 4 Serial peripheral interface Timing Diagram

Table 4 Serial peripheral interface Timing Characteristics
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4.4 IIC Interface
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5.EVK use introduction

Figure1 EVK PCB and OLED Module
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Figure2 The combination of the module and EVK
The SSD1306 is COG type package, that the connect pads are
on the bottom of the module connector. When finished
assembled the module and EVK, then push the locking pad to
lock the module. See the Figure 1 and Figure2.
User can use leading wire to connect EVK with customer’s
system. The example shows as Figure 3
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Figure3 EVK with test platform
Note 1：It is the internal most positive voltage supply. In this
sample is connected to power supply.
Note 2：Those are leading wire connect to control board. Those
are data pin.(D0-D7)
Note 3：Those are leading wire connect to control board. Those
are control pin.
(DC, CS, RD, WR, RES)
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6. Power down and Power up Sequence
To protect OLED panel and extend the panel life time, the driver IC power
up/down routine should include a delay period between high voltage and low
voltage power sources during turn on/off. Such that panel has enough time to
charge up or discharge before/after operation.
Power up Sequence:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Power up VDD
Send Display off command
Driver IC Initial Setting
Clear Screen
Power up Vcc
Delay 100ms
(when VDD is stable)
7. Send Display on command

VDD on
VCC on
Display on
VCC
VDD
VSS/Ground

Power down Sequence:
Display off

1. Send Display off command
2. Power down VDDH
3. Delay 100ms
(when Vcc is reach 0 and
panel is completely
discharges)
4. Power down VDD

VCC off
VDD off
VCC
VDD
VSS/Ground
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7.How to use SSD1306 module
7.1 Initial Step Flow

Reset
Driver IC
RES=0
Delay 10ms
RES=1

Driver IC
Initial Code
Suggest all register
set again

Display on

Clear RAM

Start
Display
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RD recommends Initial Code:
Internal setting (Charge pump)
{
WRITE_COMMAND(0xae);//--turn off oled panel
WRITE_COMMAND(0x00);//---set low column address
WRITE_COMMAND(0x10);//---set high column address
WRITE_COMMAND(0x40);//--set start line address
WRITE_COMMAND(0x81);//--set contrast control register
WRITE_COMMAND(0xcf);
WRITE_COMMAND(0xa1);//--set segment re-map 95 to 0
WRITE_COMMAND(0xa6);//--set normal display
WRITE_COMMAND(0xa8);//--set multiplex ratio(1 to 64)
WRITE_COMMAND(0x3f);//--1/64 duty
WRITE_COMMAND(0xd3);//-set display offset
WRITE_COMMAND(0x00);//-not offset
WRITE_COMMAND(0xd5);//--set display clock divide ratio/oscillator frequency
WRITE_COMMAND(0x80);//--set divide ratio
WRITE_COMMAND(0xd9);//--set pre-charge period
WRITE_COMMAND(0xf1);
WRITE_COMMAND(0xda);//--set com pins hardware configuration
WRITE_COMMAND(0x12);
WRITE_COMMAND(0xdb);//--set vcomh
WRITE_COMMAND(0x40);
WRITE_COMMAND(0x8d);//--set Charge Pump enable/disable
WRITE_COMMAND(0x14);//--set(0x10) disable
WRITE_COMMAND(0xaf);//--turn on oled panel
}
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External setting
{
WRITE_COMMAND(0xae);//--turn off oled panel
WRITE_COMMAND(0x00);//---set low column address
WRITE_COMMAND(0x10);//---set high column address
WRITE_COMMAND(0x40);//--set start line address
WRITE_COMMAND(0x81);//--set contrast control register
WRITE_COMMAND(0x8f);
WRITE_COMMAND(0xa1);//--set segment re-map 95 to 0
WRITE_COMMAND(0xa6);//--set normal display
WRITE_COMMAND(0xa8);//--set multiplex ratio(1 to 64)
WRITE_COMMAND(0x3f);//--1/64 duty
WRITE_COMMAND(0xd3);//-set display offset
WRITE_COMMAND(0x00);//-not offset
WRITE_COMMAND(0xd5);//--set display clock divide ratio/oscillator frequency
WRITE_COMMAND(0x80);//--set divide ratio
WRITE_COMMAND(0xd9);//--set pre-charge period
WRITE_COMMAND(0x22);
WRITE_COMMAND(0xda);//--set com pins hardware configuration
WRITE_COMMAND(0x12);
WRITE_COMMAND(0xdb);//--set vcomh
WRITE_COMMAND(0x40);
WRITE_COMMAND(0x8d);//--set Charge Pump enable/disable
WRITE_COMMAND(0x10);//--set(0x14) Enable
WRITE_COMMAND(0xaf);//--turn on oled panel
}
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